Paradoxical Rules of Spike Train Decoding Revealed at the Sensitivity Limit of Vision
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SUMMARY
All sensory information is encoded in neural spike trains. It is unknown how the brain
utilizes this neural code to drive behavior. Here, we unravel the decoding rules of the
brain at the most elementary level by linking behavioral decisions to retinal output
signals in a single-photon detection task. A transgenic mouse line allowed us to
separate the two primary retinal outputs, ON and OFF pathways, carrying information
about photon absorptions as increases and decreases in spiking, respectively. We
measured the sensitivity limit of rods and the most sensitive ON and OFF ganglion cells
and correlated these results with visually guided behavior using markerless head and
eye tracking. We show that behavior relies only on the ON pathway even when the OFF
pathway would allow higher sensitivity. Paradoxically, behavior does not rely on the
spike code with maximal information but instead relies on a decoding strategy based
on increases in spiking.

INTRODUCTION
It has been difficult to link animal behavior to its underlying neural spike trains due to the
complexity of neural circuits and animal behavior. In the absence of a quantitative link between
spike-resolution neural data and behavior, it has been hypothesized that behavior should rely
on the neural codes providing the highest information content relevant for a particular behavior
(reviewed in Nirenberg, 2012). Vision at its sensitivity limit offers a unique framework to test
this idea, since the visual sensitivity of dark-adapted humans and mice approaches the limits
set by the quantal nature of light (Hecht et al., 1942; Naarendorp et al., 2010). Furthermore,
previous work on amphibians has demonstrated a correlation between the sensitivity threshold
of the most sensitive retinal output neurons, retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), and visually guided
behavior at the lowest light levels (Aho et al., 1988, 1993a, 1993b). Both the number of feasible
neural computations and the types of RGCs that can contribute to vision are limited due to the
sparseness of photons at the visual threshold. Seeing is then based on single-photon
responses originating in a small number of rods and traversing the mammalian retina via the
rod bipolar pathway (Figure 1A; reviewed in Field et al., 2005). These sparse signals utilize the
same retinal circuitry (rod bipolar circuitry) until the last synapse before the RGCs and only
there diverge into two different information streams, ON and OFF pathways. The ON pathway
reports single-photon signals by increases in firing, whereas the OFF pathway reports singlephoton signals by decreases in firing. The last synapse of the ON pathway, but not that of the
OFF pathway, involves a thresholding nonlinearity eliminating most neural noise at the cost of
losing a significant proportion of single-photon responses (Ala-Laurila and Rieke, 2014). This
nonlinearity makes the ON and OFF RGC outputs asymmetric in their tradeoff between
sensitivity and reliability (reviewed in Takeshita et al., 2017). The ON pathway provides the
brain with a thresholded, low-noise readout of single-photon signals coded by increases in
spiking; the OFF pathway provides a slightly more sensitive but noisier readout coded by
decreases in spiking. It is unknown how behavior depends on these two distinctly different
readouts of sparse signals originating from single photons in the retinal input.
Previous studies at the level of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) neurons and
visually guided saccadic reaction times in monkeys have provided valuable information about
the differing functional roles of the ON and OFF pathways by showing that pharmacological

blockage of the ON pathway compromises detection of light increments, but not that of light
decrements, at cone-driven light levels (Schiller, 1982; Schiller et al., 1986; Dolan and Schiller,
1989; reviewed in Schiller, 1992, 2010). Furthermore, theoretical arguments suggest that the
split of visual information into parallel ON and OFF pathways allows more efficient coding of
visual scenes compared to, for example, an ON-ON system within a limited spike budget
(Gjorgjieva et al., 2014). However, rigorous linking of the neural spike trains from particular
RGC types to precisely quantifiable visually guided behavior has been missing. This linking
would be particularly hard at cone-driven light levels, where retinal circuits carry out a rich set
of computations impacting the spike output of ~40 distinct RGC types in the mouse retina
(Baden et al., 2016; Bae et al., 2018; Rheaume et al., 2018).
Our aim here is to utilize the ON and OFF pathways as a quantitative tool to attack
our central question: does animal behavior rely on the spike code that provides the highest
information content for a particular visual computation† in this case, light detection? We report
experiments where we, for the first time, directly link the behavioral performance of mice with
that of RGCs at the sensitivity limit of vision in a quantitative manner. To do so, we relied on
two key factors. First, we used a transgenic mouse line with decreased single-photon response
amplitude to differentiate the sensitivities of the most sensitive ON and OFF RGC types at the
sensitivity limit of vision, while otherwise causing minimal changes in retinal signaling. Second,
we estimated the sparse photon distributions originating from visual stimuli and arriving on the
retinas of freely swimming mice in behavioral experiments using novel markerless tracking of
the mouse body, head, and eye movements. Finally, we correlated the most sensitive ON and
OFF RGC population codes with the behavioral performance, using ideal observer models
tightly constrained by the RGC measurements and the retinal stimulus trajectories derived from
the tracked behavioral experiments. Surprisingly, we find that behavior relies only on the ON
pathway, even when the OFF pathway would allow higher sensitivity. Our results show that
behavior does not utilize the maximal information in the spike trains across the ON and OFF
pathways but uses a decoding strategy based only on increases in spiking in the ON pathway.

RESULTS
OPN Mouse Rods Have 3-Fold Smaller Single-Photon Responses than WT Mouse Rods
We recorded the responses of dark-adapted rods from wild-type (WT) mice and a transgenic
mouse strain (OPN1LW [Fu et al., 2008], hereinafter denoted as OPN). The latter strain was
originally developed for studying rod noise, since it has an elevated rate of spontaneous
pigment activations due to co-expression of a low level of human L-cone pigment with
rhodopsin in its rods. Retinal morphology and general rod response properties showed no
significant differences (Figure 1B), despite the presence of 0.4% human L-cone pigment in
OPN rods (Figure 1C). This proportion is estimated to increase the rate of spontaneous
pigment activations 5-fold compared to WT (Fu et al., 2008). Importantly, however, OPN rods
had 2.8-fold smaller single-photon responses than WT rods (Figures 1D and 1E), which was
also evident in the intensity-response relations: the flash intensity (in R*/rod) needed to elicit a
half-saturated response was on average 2.2-fold higher for OPN rods than for WT rods in the
population data (example rods are shown in Figure 1B). We used an ideal observer model to
explore whether there were any differences in the detectability of single-photon responses in
rods between the two strains (STAR Methods). Figures 1F and 1G show that the detectability
of weak flashes in both WT and OPN rods was limited only by the theoretical limit set by the
Poisson distribution of photon arrivals (gray line in Figure 1G). This analysis demonstrates that
OPN rods with a lower signal-to-noise ratio due to smaller single-photon amplitude and
increased pigment noise can still function as single-photon detectors. In summary, the OPN
mouse retina provides a specific experimental tool at the visual threshold with significantly
smaller single-photon amplitude but still with a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for the
detectability of single-photon responses in rods.
The Smaller Single-Photon Responses in OPN Rods Break the Sensitivity Symmetry
between the Most Sensitive ON and OFF RGC Types
We hypothesized that the smaller single-photon response amplitude in the OPN rods would
cause a larger proportion of single-photon responses to be lost in the thresholding nonlinearity
unique to the ON pathway and hence break the sensitivity symmetry between the most
sensitive ON and OFF RGC types (Figure 1A; see also Ala-Laurila and Rieke, 2014). To test
this, we recorded the spike outputs of ON and OFF sustained alpha ganglion cells (hereinafter

simply referred to as ON-S and OFF-S RGCs) in OPN and WT mice at their sensitivity limit.
Alpha ganglion cells are easy to target due to their large somas, and they are also the closest
homologs among the mouse RGC types to the parasol RGCs in the primate retina (reviewed
in Sanes and Masland, 2015), where the nonlinearity specific to the ON pathway in darkness
was originally found (Ala-Laurila and Rieke, 2014). More importantly, alpha RGCs are also
considered the primary candidates for mediating light detection at the visual threshold due to
their high sensitivity (reviewed in Takeshita et al., 2017). To validate that ON-S and OFF-S
RGCs indeed belong to the most sensitive RGC types in the mouse retina, we targeted all
RGCs adjacent to ON-S and OFF-S RGCs in the RGC mosaic (Figure 2A). Figure 2B shows
spike traces and normalized average post-stimulus-time histograms (PSTHs) of the 21 RGCs
shown in Figure 2A (including one ON-S and one OFF-S RGC) that responded to flashes in
the intensity range tested. These responses are positioned along the intensity axis at the
intensity where each RGC responded in >80% of the trials. ON-S and OFF-S RGCs responded
to light intensities that were ~7- to 700-fold dimmer than the intensities needed to elicit
responses in the remaining 19 unidentified cells in this sample (14 of the cells shown in Figure
2A did not respond to the stimulus at all at these light intensities). The key question is how
many RGCs need to be recorded from across different preparations to ensure that
measurements have been taken from all or close-to-all different RGC types in the mouse
retina. We used previous density estimates of different RGC types in the mouse retina (Baden
et al., 2016) to assess the probability of measuring from at least one RGC of each type as a
function of the total number of cells (N) tested across different independent preparations
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retinas was ~200 giving a high probability of finding each individual RGC type (Figure 2C,
dashed line) and 90% joint probability (STAR Methods) that we probed all or missed maximally
only one of the previously identified RGC types (Baden et al., 2016).
For a more rigorous analysis of RGC sensitivities, we characterized the
detectability of responses across all RGCs to dim flashes similarly as we did for rods, with an
ideal observer model considering both the light responses and the tonic firing rates of the
RGCs (STAR Methods). Figures 2D and 2E exemplify the spike rasters of OFF-S and ON-S
RGCs in response to different light intensities in WT and in OPN retinas. OFF-S cells had a
high tonic firing rate in both WT (50 ± 2 Hz, n = 61 cells, mean ± SEM) and OPN (62 ± 3 Hz, n

= 33 cells) and responded to dim flashes by gaps in their tonic firing, whereas ON-S cells had
a low tonic firing rate and responded to flashes by increasing their firing rates, similar to primate
OFF and ON parasol RGCs (Ala-Laurila and Rieke, 2014). The difference between thresholds
(defined as 75% correct choices in a two-alternative forced choice task) of ON-S and OFF-S
RGCs in WT mice was small and not statistically significant (Figure 2F; p = 0.3, unpaired
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Laurila and Rieke, 2014). Furthermore, ON-S RGCs and OFF-S RGCs were on average >30-
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ON-S and OFF-S alpha RGCs are indeed good representatives of the most sensitive RGC
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sensitivities of ON-S and OFF-S RGCs. Three out of the four most sensitive other RGCs could
be identified as OFF transient alpha RGCs, consistent with previous findings suggesting that
OFF sustained and OFF transient alpha RGCs have similar sensitivity thresholds (Murphy and
Rieke, 2011). More importantly, no other RGC was more sensitive than the most sensitive ONS and OFF-S RGCs in WT mice. It should also be noted that our primary findings are in fact
insensitive to the existence of such other RGC types that come close to ON-S and OFF-S
RGCs in sensitivity (see Discussion).
In contrast to the sensitivity symmetry found between WT OFF-S and ON-S RGCs,
there was a prominent ON-OFF asymmetry in OPN mice. The thresholds of ON-S RGCs were
5-fold higher than those of OFF-S RGCs on average (Figures 2E and 2F). However, OPN
OFF-S and ON-S RGCs were both still on average more sensitive than the average other OPN
RGC type (Figure 2F). Most importantly, comparing the two mouse strains, the OPN-WT
threshold ratio was 10.6-fold for ON-S RGCs and only 2.5-fold for OFF-S RGCs (Figure 2H).
This asymmetry is consistent with the hypothesis that the thresholding nonlinearity in the ON
pathway caused a more significant loss of the smaller single-photon events in OPN compared
to WT mice. The threshold differences between WT and OPN can be wholly explained by the
differences in flash sensitivity (response size per R*) for both ON-S and OFF-S cells (Figure
2I), suggesting that possible noise differences due to an elevated rate of spontaneous pigment
activations in OPN rods have a negligible effect on the RGC thresholds.

The Behavioral Light Detection Limit of OPN Mice Is Shifted ~10-Fold to Higher
Intensities Compared to WT Mice, in Line with the Shift of ON-S RGC Sensitivities
Now that we had established a sensitivity asymmetry between the most sensitive ON and OFF
RGCs in OPN mice, we could use this strain to address our primary question: does the
behavioral threshold depend on the most sensitive retinal output signals (i.e., those of OFF-S
RGCs)? First, we established a behavioral paradigm allowing us to link RGC sensitivities with
visually guided behavior at the sensitivity limit (Figure 3A). Second, we compared other key
factors besides RGC sensitivities between WT and OPN mice that could impact behavioral
sensitivity, including learning performance in the behavioral task (Figure 3B), pupil sizes
(Figure 3C), and behavioral strategy relying on markerless tracking of mouse head direction,
location, and eye movements (Figures 3D–3G; Videos S1 and S2). We quantified the
behavioral sensitivity by measuring the probability of finding the stimulus channel in a water
maze as a function of light intensity (Figure 3H), which was our primary sensitivity metric.
The mice were initially trained to associate an escape ramp from the water with a
bright light stimulus until both mouse strains were able to locate the stimulus channel with
similar accuracy (>80%, reached after 17 days of training; Figure 3B; no differences between
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in which the probability of finding the stimulus channel was measured across light intensities
(Figure 3A, top; STAR Methods) until the stimulus light was so dim that the mice could no
longer locate the stimulus (meaning that the fraction of correct choices was 1/6 = chance level;
dashed line in Figure 3H). The pupil areas of WT and OPN mice did not differ in the
H[SHULPHQWDOFRQGLWLRQV)LJXUH&S XQSDLUHG6WXGHQW¶VWW
est). Similarly, we observed
no differences in the sampling strategy of visual cues in the water maze between the two
mouse strains, as assessed by tracking the body and head positions during the task and
estimating the distribution of durations that the stimulus spot would spend within the receptive
field of alpha RGCs in a retinal mosaic (Figures 3D, 3F, and S2; STAR Methods). Furthermore,
within measurement accuracy, OPN and WT mice showed similar amounts of stabilizing or
compensatory eye movements (vestibulo-ocular reflex [VOR]; Figure 3E; dashed line in Figure
3F), which is roughly in line with previous results on freely moving mice (Payne and Raymond,
2017; Meyer et al., 2018). The distributions of swimming times required to reach the first

channel chosen in the experiment were also similar for WT and OPN mice (Figure 3G; no
difference, p = 0.38, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). In summary, no differences in learning the
task, eye optics, or behavioral strategy between WT and OPN mice were found.
Now that we had excluded other key factors unrelated to RGC sensitivity that could cause
differences in behavioral sensitivity between WT and OPN mice, we focused on measuring the
behavioral sensitivity limit. A significant difference in performance between OPN and WT mice
was immediately evident in the probability of finding the stimulus channel in the water maze
task. The inset in Figure 3H illustrates this difference in swimming trajectories recorded for the
two mouse populations at a single dim light intensity (0.3 R*/rod/s) with the stimulus channel
plotted on top; WT mice swam almost exclusively toward the stimulus channel at this stimulus
intensity, whereas OPN mice often needed to explore multiple channels in the maze before
finding the stimulus. The main panel of Figure 3H shows the frequency of finding the light
stimulus as a function of light intensity for both OPN and WT mice. Both strains showed a
monotonic rise in the fraction of correct choices as a function of light intensity from darkness
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is the most relevant intensity range when we are concerned with absolute visual sensitivity and
its relation to RGC signaling. In this region, there was an 11.0-fold shift in the psychometric
function toward higher light intensities for the OPN mice as compared with the WT mice,
matching the OPN-WT sensitivity shift of ON-S RGCs (10.6-fold), but not that of OFF-S RGCs
(2.5-fold).
The Behavioral Threshold Relies on Information from Retinal ON-S RGCs Only
The close agreement between the OPN and WT sensitivity differences as measured in ON-S
RGCs and behavior suggests that behavior relies on ON-S. By contrast, if behavior relied on
OFF-S RGCs, the difference in behavioral sensitivity would be much smaller. However, this
comparison is complicated by the fact that the stimuli experienced by the RGCs are not
identical in our single-cell RGC recordings and in the behavioral experiments. In the former,
RGC thresholds are obtained by using flash stimuli, whereas in the latter, the RGCs experience
a continuously moving stimulus spot consisting of a sparse rain of photons on the retinas of

freely swimming mice (Figure 4A). Furthermore, the mouse brain has access to the spike trains
provided by the populations of RGCs of distinct types until the decision is made. To predict the
ultimate limits of behavioral performance, we constructed four different ideal observer models,
one for ON-S RGCs and one for OFF-S RGCs for both the WT and the OPN mouse strains
(Figure 4A). These ideal observers were assumed to have access to the information from the
full cell mosaic of a particular RGC type, as well as the information on the head direction of the
mouse, allowing linking of the RGC spike codes to the visual world. Furthermore, the ideal
REVHUYHUV KDG D PHPRU\¶¶ FRPSRQHQW
cross Dtime integrating evidence from the RGCs
belonging to the retinal trajectory of the tracked route of the stimulus projection. First, we
estimated the movement of the sparse stimulus on the retina based on the tracked swimming
trajectories and eye optics of the same mice that were used for the behavioral tests. We took
into account the impact of stabilizing eye movements (Figures 3E and 3F; see also Figure S8C
for model robustness related to compensatory eye movements). Second, we constructed a
model for mapping sparse photon hits on the retinal surface into RGC responses using a timespace separable linear-nonlinear Poisson (LNP) model with a fixed output nonlinearity (STAR
Methods; Figures 4B–4J). Third, we constructed an ideal observer model that selected the
most likely stimulus location based on the RGC responses across the entire swimming
trajectory of the mouse (STAR Methods; Figure S7).
To construct LNP models for WT and OPN ON-S and OFF-S RGCs, we fitted
temporal filters to the RGC responses to brief light flashes of various intensities, as
exemplified for an OPN ON-S (Figure 4B) and for an OFF-S RGC (Figure 4C). The filters
were monophasic showing that ON-S and OFF-S RGCs responded by increasing or
decreasing their firing rates, respectively (Figure 4D, left panel), and the estimated intensityresponse functions matched population data in the relevant low-intensity range (Figure 4D,
right panel). The spatial filters were obtained by fitting a two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian to
the responses elicited by dim spots presented in different locations of the receptive field, as
shown for an OPN ON-S RGC (Figure 4E) and OPN OFF-S RGC (Figure 4F). There were no
significant differences in the size of receptive fields across the four RGC types studied here
at their sensitivity threshold (Figure 4G). For validation, LNP model predictions were
compared with actual RGC responses to dim stimulus spots moving on the retinas with the
median speed derived from the automated mouse tracking data (Figure 4H, ON-S; Figure 4I,

OFF-S). The model predicted the responses of RGCs to these sparse stimuli accurately both
in WT and OPN mice (Figure 4J), in line with the notion that ON-S and OFF-S RGCs simply
sum photons in time and space in their receptive fields without more complex motion
computations at these extremely low light levels (Figure S5). This is consistent with previous
findings that retinal circuit mechanisms favoring more complex computations (such as
motion-sensitivity and high-resolution spatial subunits) are sacrificed for sensitivity at low light
levels (Kuo et al., 2016; Grimes et al., 2014; Yao and Field, 2019).
Now that we had established a model allowing us to predict the responses of the
entire mosaic of a particular RGC type to a stimulus projection across the entire swimming
trajectory of a mouse, we wanted to assess how closely behavior matches the optimal readout
of ON-S and OFF-S RGC-mosaic spike trains. We used an ideal observer model that had
access to the responses of a full RGC mosaic (ON-S or OFF-S RGCs in either WT or OPN
mice) and made a decision about the most likely stimulus location by comparing the total
spike count from all possible locations across time (STAR Methods). The best performance
is obtained by an ideal observer with a perfect memory, having access to all RGC spikes
across the entire swimming trajectory of the mouse. The behavioral data for WT mice fall
remarkably close (within ~3-fold) to this ultimate limit (noiseless readout of population spikes
and a perfect memory across the entire swimming trajectory; Figure 4K, dashed line). By
UHVWULFWLQJWKHPHPRU\FRPSRQHQWOHVVLGHDO¶¶YHU
sions of the ideal observer can be created.
The other curves in Figure 4K (solid lines) represent model fits with different (shorter) memory
durations (square-window access to the spikes of the RGC population). The best match to
the WT behavioral data is obtained with a memory duration of 320 ms. We locked this
parameter for all four versions of the ideal observer model (WT ON-S, WT OFF-S, OPN ONS, and OPN OFF-S model) so that there were no free parameters in the predictions for the
OPN mice. Figure 4L compares the behavioral data for WT and OPN mice with the respective
ideal observer model predictions. In WT mice, behavioral performance closely paralleled the
model predictions for both ON-S and OFF-S RGCs. Strikingly, however, in OPN mice with
the clear asymmetry between ON-S and OFF-S RGC sensitivities, behavior paralleled the
model predictions for the less sensitive ON-S cells, although the OFF-S cells would have
allowed even 4-fold higher visual sensitivity. The sensitivity difference between the WT ONS and OPN ON-S RGC model predictions is robust against large changes in the memory

component of the models, as is that between the WT OFF-S and OPN OFF-S ideal-observer
model predictions (Figure 4L inset, see Figure S8 for a detailed analysis of model
robustness). These results show that behavior correlates strongly with the population code
originating from the less sensitive ON-S RGCs even though the population code originating
from the OFF-S RGCs would have allowed significantly higher visual sensitivity.

DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that behavior at its sensitivity limit relies on the spike responses of ON-S
RGCs, even when the gaps in the high tonic firing rates of OFF-S RGCs would carry more
information about the weakest light increments. The results reveal three principles of what
limits our capability to detect the weakest light signals and how the brain integrates information
across parallel retinal outputs provided by ~40 different RGC types (Baden et al., 2016; Bae
et al., 2018; Rheaume et al., 2018).
First, together with an earlier paper (Ala-Laurila and Rieke, 2014) on the primate
retina, our results suggest that the absolute sensitivity of vision is mechanistically limited by
nonlinear signal processing in the retinal ON pathway. In our experiments, behavior gets very
close to the fundamental limit defined by the optimal readout of the ON-S RGCs population
code across time. The ON pathway provides the brain with a more reliable but less sensitive
readout of the weakest light inputs than the linear and noisier OFF pathway (Ala-Laurila and
Rieke, 2014). Here, we show that the brain relies on this thresholded, nonlinear readout by the
ON pathway at the sensitivity limit of vision.
Second, our results imply that the brain does not exploit the total information
content present in the spike trains of all types of RGCs but relies on feature-specific information
streams even at the absolute visual threshold. This is an important finding, since it is currently
not known how the brain integrates visual information from distinct, parallel outputs of the
several tens of recently identified RGC types contributing to vision at higher light levels. At
least at the sensitivity limit of vision, the decoding principles of the brain do not produce the
optimal solution predicted by information theory. This result provides a unique basis for future
experiments aiming to unravel the decoding principles of the brain across different RGC
outputs in conditions where more complex behaviors and retinal computations take place. Our

finding is also robust against the possibility that a rare RGC type might be equally or more
sensitive than alpha RGCs (Figures 2F and 2G). Just as the results show that the highsensitivity information of the OFF-S RGCs is not utilized for behavioral decisions, the results
would also imply that if any other rare, high-sensitive RGC type exists, then its spike
information would also not be utilized optimally.
Third, our results are in line with the idea that the gaps in the firing of OFF-S RGCs
are not used for behavioral decisions related to detecting light increments. Thus, behavior at
the sensitivity limit of vision does not utilize the maximum information content present in the
spike trains but instead relies on information presented in the form of increased spiking. It will
be intriguing to see in future studies whether this is a more general principle across different
behavioral paradigms. Along these lines of thinking, the OFF-S RGCs are likely to have a key
role in decrement detection, as they send spikes in response to negative contrast. These
principles are of key interest in the light of recent data indicating that visual information from
the ON and OFF pathways is organized asymmetrically at the level of cortical circuits (Lee et
al., 2016) and suggesting that the ON-OFF asymmetries could relate to a more fundamental
design principle in sensory information processing.
Together, our results show the crucial importance of very precise quantitative
linking between particular neural circuit functions and animal behavior for understanding how
the brain decodes sensory information; i.e., understanding the neural blueprint. As a larger
body of such evidence across different circuits and behavioral paradigms becomes available,
it can lead to an entirely new level of resolution in understanding the information processing
strategies of the brain.
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